Flexabed Hi-Low
—
The ideal bed for those in home healthcare, or assisted
living environments, the Hi-Low can be raised and
lowered vertically with a touch of a button — making
the Hi-Low model ideal for customers who require
additional assistance when entering or exiting the bed.

Close your eyes and envision what it’s like to spend the entire day feeling refreshed, energized and relaxed.
If you need relief from the symptoms of injury, chronic pain or illness, there’s nothing more refreshing
than an adjustable bed. You can raise or lower your head and feet to find your favorite position with our
whisper quiet dual motor technology by Linak®.
Relaxation has never been so eﬀortless.

Every Hi-Low model comes with
• a five-year limited warranty.

• a mattress retainer cover for the foot of the bed.

• your choice of one-touch wireless or wired remote.

• locking casters.

• whisper-quiet Linak motors with optional, dual timed massage.

• optional side rails and protective covers.

• a 4 inch foundation profile, high-density, heavy duty padded

• the ability to be paired with a Flexabed Premier

®

base made with Advantech® material that will not warp,
break or squeak.
• a Premier mattress featuring a beautiful knit fabric quilt
panel with a tack and jump pattern and a suede border with
designer taped edges. It is thicker and more luxurious than
ever before. Choose from soft, medium or firm construction.
Mattresses are also available in low profile, memory foam
core*, gel memory foam*, latex* or combination innerspring/
memory foam*. (*Additional charges apply.)
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or Value-Flex — perfect for a spouse.
The Hi-Low model is available in twin, full, queen, and dual
king in 74, 80 and 84 inch lengths.
A Flexabed adjustable bed should not be considered an
alternative to a hospital bed. A physician should be consulted
when health issues are involved as to the appropriateness of
an adjustable bed.

EASE OF USE

How This Model Works
—

1. Ease onto the bed with both feet on the floor.
The height of the Hi-Low model comes standard at 26 inches.
For customers requiring a lower height, the casters can be
removed to make the bed 24 inches high. Our optional low
profile mattress further reduces the minimum height to
21 inches with or 19 inches without casters.

2. Raise the bed vertically with the touch of a button.
A standard hi-low model can be raised with the hand control to
a height of 33 inches. When the casters are removed, the bed
can be adjusted to 31 inches. This is ideal for customers who
require additional asssistance when entering or exiting the bed.

3. Find the most comfortable position for you.
Raise or lower your head and feet with our whisper quiet
dual motor technology and activate the optional dual timed
massage featuring wave and pulse technology at your back
and legs. Relax and enjoy.
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